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2.7	GOLDEN WILDLIFE PROGRAM

2.7.1	History

The Golden Wildlife program functions as a subcommittee of the Public Information Committee.  "Golden Wildlife" was started by the Western Section in 1978.  In May 1981, a new effort to accomplish this assignment was started by the Section's President.  A committee was appointed (Jim Yoakum, Chair, Bill Grenfell, Jerry Boggs, and Mike Johnson) and work commenced immediately.

2.7.2	Purpose and Objectives

The Section was aware that California did not have any readily available audio-visual program depicting wildlife in the "Golden State."  Consequently, it was deemed appropriate to produce this project, which would emphasize the beauty and variety of wildlife throughout the state.  The term "wildlife" would encompass wild birds, mammals, fishes, amphibians, and reptiles inhabiting California.  The program would be directed toward a seventh-grade level audience so that it could be utilized in the public school system.  In the future, programs directed towards an adult audience could be developed if time, labor, and funds were available.  In addition to stressing the beauty of wildlife, the program would include educational material of interest and value to conservation organizations, Scout and Campfire groups, and sportsmen organizations, among others.

2.7.3	Criteria for Format and Organization

A total of 80 slides would be a maximum.  Most projectors that are readily available are Kodak Carousals, which hold 80 slides.  All slides will be horizontal.  Vertical slides are unacceptable.

All slides must be of excellent color rendition and subject material (no fuzzies, poor light, etc.)

The program narrative will include these pertinent items:

·	Examples of state mammal, bird, fish, and amphibian and reptile

·	Define wildlife and wildlife habitat

·	Describe variety of wildlife species in the state (e.g., 525 birds, 200 mammals, 700 fish, 125 amphibians and reptiles)

·	The narrative will stress wildlife values:  educational, scientific, economic, aesthetic and cultural

·	Biological or economic problems for wildlife because of commercial hunting, loss of habitat, etc., will not be stressed in this program.  These management problems and needs can serve as subjects for subsequent programs.

·	The narrative will provide examples of birds, mammals, fish, amphibians and reptiles for the major ecological regions of the state (deserts, valley floors, shrub steppes and mountain ranges).  This is only one of several themes which the program can stress.


2.7.4	Total Program Outlook

The first program accomplished was "Golden Wildlife", stressing all wildlife in the state.  The program was completed January 1984.

Additional programs will be developed:  one each for birds, mammals, fishes, amphibians and reptiles.

Subsequent programs can include discussions of specific management problems and accomplishments.

2.7.5	Components of the Program

Each program will comprise these components:

·	Three-ring binder 

*	Spine title and cover page
*	Instruction page
*	Written narrative for all 80 slides
*	Cassette tape that provides the narrative, appropriate music, and vocalizations of depicted species
*	Introductory page on The Wildlife Society and the Western Section.

·	A box containing all slides in a carousel tray, and all other items specified above.

2.7.6	Strategy for Future Use

Each new program will be shown to members of the Western Section of The Wildlife Society. 

New programs will then be available for presentation to other units of TWS. 

Based on recommendation of the "Golden Wildlife" Subcommittee and upon approval by the Western Section Executive Board, the program will be made available for public use. 

2.7.7	Exploration for Financial Accomplishment

The Section will solicit cooperation from individuals through loan of private photographs and from agencies.

Other organizations in the state may be contacted for financial assistance and help with production.

Produce a Teacher's Handbook as an aid for school teachers and others to convey the values and uses of wildlife portrayed in "Golden Wildlife".

Investigate the feasibility of making "Golden Wildlife" into a video program.


